THE CULTURAL VALUES OF THE GIFTED PERSONALITY IN THEIR TRADITIONAL AND PLURAL REPRESENTATIONS

The purpose of the work is to determine the typological features of a gifted person from the standpoint of its participation in traditional and innovative cultural and artistic activities. **Methodology of the research** is based on application of activity, critical-analytical, structural-functional and subject-axiological approach to revealing the specialization and existing reciprocity between different types of traditional and innovative cultural and artistic activities, to study the cultural values of gifted personality in traditional and plural representations. **The scientific novelty** of the work lies in identification of the specialization and the existing reciprocity between different types of traditional and innovative cultural and artistic activities; in defining the typology of people involved in the creation, dissemination and preservation of cultural property; in the study of the cultural values of gifted personality in traditional and plural representations. **Conclusion.** Based on the specialization and the existing reciprocity between different types of traditional and innovative cultural and artistic activities, the spiritual, intellectual, creative and entrepreneurial abilities of a gifted person involved in it, we identified six types of people: the creators of cultural values that create artistic culture and television products; substantial figures, who perform a certain prognostic function in society; people of real action, who are involved in the organization and development of the material infrastructure of culture (in these three types of cultural values are represented predominantly in traditional representations); virtual fashion designers, who display a predominantly postmodern view of the world and simulate virtual reality; merchants with essential goods engaged in the production of material goods and their timely delivery to consumers (these two types are dominated by plural representations of cultural values); a progression that seeks to tighten the cultural development of society to a higher level (its cultural values are represented both in traditional and plural representations). Defined representations of the cultural values of gifted personality direct scientists to deepen the idea of self-identification of a person in cultural and artistic activity. **Key words:** cultural values, gifted personality, traditional representations, plural representations, reciprocity, specialization, innovative cultural and artistic activity, creator of cultural values, person of real action, virtual designer, merchant with essential goods, progressor.
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Культурные ценности одаренной личности в их традиционных и плюральных репрезентациях

Цель работы заключается в определении типологических особенностей одаренной личности с позиции ее участия в традиционной и инновационной культурно-художественной деятельности. Методология исследования: базируется на применении деятельного, критически-аналитического, структурно-функционального и предметно-аксиологического подхода к выявлению специализации и существующей реципрокности между разными видами традиционной и инновационной культурно-художественной деятельности, к изучению культурных ценностей одаренной личности в традиционных и плюральных репрезентациях. Научная новизна работы заключается в выявлении специализации и существующей реципрокности между разными видами традиционной и инновационной культурно-художественной деятельности; в определении типологии людей, которые участвуют в создании, распространении и сохранении культурных ценностей; в исследовании культурных ценностей одаренной личности в традиционных и плюральных репрезентациях. Выводы. Опираясь на специализацию и на существующую реципрокность между разными видами традиционной и инновационной культурно-художественной деятельности, на задействованные в ней духовные, интеллектуальные, творческие и предпринимательские способности одаренной личности, нами было определено шесть типов людей: творцы культурных ценностей, которые создают художественную культуру и телевизуальные продукты; субстанциональные деятели, которые выполняют в обществе определенную прогностическую функцию; люди реального действия, которые занимаются организацией и развитием материальной инфраструктуры культуры (у этих трех типов культурные ценности представлены преимущественно в традиционных репрезентациях); виртуальные моделиры, которые обнаруживают преимущественно постмодерный взгляд на мир и моделируют виртуальную реальность; торговцы насущными благами, которые занимаются производством культурных услуг и товаров, а также своевременной их доставкой потребителям (у этих двух типов преобладают плюральные репрезентации культурных ценностей); прогресор, который стремится подтянуть культурное развитие общества до высшего уровня (его культурные ценности представлены как в традиционных, так и плюральных репрезентациях). Определенные в исследовании репрезентации культурных ценностей одаренной личности направляют ученых на углубление представления о самоидентификации человека в культурно-художественной деятельности.

Ключевые слова: культурные ценности, одаренная личность, традиционные репрезентации, плюральные репрезентации, реципрокность, специализация, инновационная культурно-художественная деятельность, творец культурных ценностей, человек реального действия, виртуальный моделир, торговец насущными благами, прогресор.

Relevance of research topic. The transformation of the cultural values of gifted personality in the context of the challenges of globalization requires that they be adequately studied in plural representations. In various objects of material and spiritual culture, having artistic, historical, ethnographic and scientific significance, in the original artistic works of painting, graphics and sculptures, artistic compositions, works of decorative and applied and traditional folk art, museum exhibits, works of musical art, books, family values represent the traditional perception of reality by a gifted personality. It is accompanied by its artistic taste, as well as the emotional and expressive language, through which cultural values are preserved and transmitted. In electronic books and projects of the network of public libraries, in cultural projects created through computer simulation and 3D-technologies, performances, products of mass culture, the predominantly postmodern view of man on the world is reproduced, which manifests itself in a plural, decentralized, rather chaotic sub-structure 'liveness'.

E-culture products and socio-cultural projects are time-bound, they use a specific language. They complement the value diversity of modern culture. Postmodern art and literature relies on a new reading and understanding of traditional cultural values, which necessitates their reproduction in terms of pluralism.

Analysis of recent research and publications. Despite the significant scientific achievements in studying the general picture of the state and development of cultural values of the individual and society by Y. Bogutsky, I. Galyan, A. Kudryachenko, S. Pyazzin, V. Sivers, E. Schulz, C. Schwartz et al. [1-2; 6; 8-9; 10] there is a need to study the cultural values of gifted personality in their traditional and plural representations.

In modern culturology the actualization of anthropological subjects is carried out by analyzing cultural practices capable of forming new man's images. O. Ovcharuk argues that "new types of reality (virtual, visual, and media reality) have opened up opportunities for the design and self-design of both the person himself and his image" [5, 12].

In the study of culture, K. Hearts proceeds from the fact that the main purpose of anthropology is to expand the boundaries of human discourse [4, 22]. The scientist considers cultural resources as components of human thinking, and not an addition to it [4, 102-103].

The essence of Zh. Pyazh's views on the intellect lies in the statement that the latter, with its logical operations, is the most perfect form of adaptation, which, within the limits of the realization of the principle of freedom, allows us to reproduce reality in its entirety, freeing it from dependent subordination to the situational "here and now. " The process of intellectual exchange among individuals resembles a huge chess game of its size and a continuous game, where each action taken at one point entails a series of equivalent or complementary actions by the partners; by the law of grouping - is nothing, but a variety of rules that ensure player reciprocity and the coherence of their game. The formula of the law of the equinox can be realized under two conditions: 1) when a society does not deform an individual with coercion, but inspires and supports the free functioning of his mental activity; 2) when such a free functioning of the opinion of each individual, in turn, does not already distort the thoughts of other individuals or things, but is based on the reciprocity (interchange) between different activities [7, 224].

Harvard Professor G. Gardiner advanced the theory of plural intellect, which enriches traditional concepts, complementing their cultural context. Intellect generates abilities that are important in a particular cultural environment or community in order to solve problems and simulate their effects. Creating a cultural product is essential for such functions as mastering and communicating knowledge or expressing someone’s views and
feelings. "Products" can range from scientific theories up to musical works and even successful political campaigns [3, 25].

The biological biases of a person to solve specific problems must be combined with cultural "feeding" in the corresponding field. Confirmation of this thought G. Gardiner invented various sources of knowledge about the normal development and development of gifted individuals; in the doctrines of the exclusive categories of people (including the wunderkinds); in intercultural interpretations of cognition, etc. [3, 25-26].

The purpose of the work is to determine the typological features of a gifted person from the standpoint of its participation in traditional and innovative cultural and artistic activities.

Presentation of basic materials. Human talent is manifested in a variety of abilities, including academic ones. The actuality of one or another activity is changing historically. In today's society, the importance of training in play, in particular - through computer games, is actualized. As a result of informatization of Ukrainian society, consumers have access to high-quality cultural services. According to the forecasts of IT specialists, the computer, in its computing power, will outperform a man about 2023.

An important role in increasing, preservation and popularization of cultural values are: institutes of creation and replication of products of artistic culture (creative unions, publishing houses, film studios, etc.); institutes for the development of artistic culture; institutes of preservation and restoration of products of artistic culture and artistic heritage (libraries, museums, theaters, restoration workshops, etc.); institutes and channels of propaganda of art, aesthetic education and education (advertising, mass media, Internet, art criticism, scientific art studies, etc.); artistic education and professional development of culture and arts. The system under consideration is the basis for traditional representations of cultural values. At the same time, it undergoes institutionalization.

Due to globalizational changes, Ukrainians are changing their attitudes towards family values. If earlier parents taught their children to get an education and profession in order to "firmly stand", then the changes that are taking place in the modern world require a young person to quickly adapt to new types of reality. It's hard to stand on your feet on a constantly moving treadmill. Earlier, the existence of cultural values was not limited in time. Works of art (paintings, vocal and choral works, choreographic productions, feature films and television series, etc.), products of technical aesthetics and design have not lost their relevance for a long time. Modern cultural projects and performances have a limited time of existence.

In view of the unceasing changes in contemporary cultural and artistic activity, we have developed a typology based on specialization, on the existing reciprocity between different types of cultural and artistic activity and on the spiritual, intellectual, creative and entrepreneurial abilities of a gifted personality. This allows us to deepen the notion of the presence of traditional and plural representations in the cultural values of a gifted personality.

To the first type of people we attributed the creators of cultural values. It is they, who are engaged in the creation of artistic culture and television products. These are artists, directors, scriptwriters, choreographers, designers, choirs, art critics, critics, and others. Among them there are many gifted personalities, who show their talents in original artistic works of painting, graphics and sculptures, artistic compositions, works of arts and crafts, traditional folk art, musical and literary works, etc. In their cultural values mostly traditional representations are appeared. In view of the unceasing changes in contemporary cultural and artistic activity, we have developed a typology based on the specialization, on the existing mutuality between different types of cultural and artistic activity and on the spiritual, intellectual, creative and entrepreneurial abilities of the talented personality. This allows us to deepen the notion of the presence of traditional and plural representations in the cultural values of a talented personality. In the process of civilization development of society, a category of consumers is allocated, which receive only ready-made samples, images and judgments about the world from multimedia means, therefore they are not able to select and independently process information. Along with this, among gifted individuals there are individuals, who perform a certain diagnostic function in society, have the ability to fantasize and create futurological models of the future. We have categorized them into the second type - substantive figures. So M. Lossky called people directed their thoughts into the spiritual world, which contain predictions of future perfection. Substantivists select sectors of activity that include things that do not directly have practical significance, in particular those problems that are not on the agenda in real life. Such people ponder the problems of the spiritual world by creating certain models in it. Substantial figures are endowed with powerful intellectual and creative potential, have developed perceptual abilities and intuitions that influence the development of cultural values in the direction of humanism and rational perfection, in their traditional representations.

Representatives of the third type we called virtual designers. Just like substantive figures, they choose the field of activity and problems that are not on the agenda in real life. Often these models have a definite meaning for the real world. This happens, when the prior resolution of a particular problem turns out to be unsatisfactory and you need to look for a new one, often unpromising and unconventional. For example, in 20 years, a breakthrough in the processing of large amounts of data in Ukraine, in the complemented reality (technology of input in the field of perception of virtual elements), may occur in Ukraine. Then old models may not be able to withstand today's realities. In the creativity of gifted personalities engaged in the simulation of virtual reality plural representations of cultural values prevail. This is due to the fact that they originally created cultural products, and only later are the consequences of their impact on the individual and society appear. In virtual designers, the predominantly postmodern look, the plural, decentralized, and rather chaotic design of subjectivity is revealed.
Representatives of the fourth type are members of the power structures, they are engaged in management in the socio-cultural sphere. Let's call them real action people, who give preference to methods repeatedly tested in practice. In the sphere of culture and art people of real action are engaged in the creation of the legislative framework, organization and development of material infrastructure of artistic culture (art market, galleries, auctions, production and demonstration sites). People of real action make efforts to preserve and increase the material and intangible cultural heritage of Ukraine, the habits and traditions of the Ukrainian people, and so on. Cultural values can be perceived by them as a means of maintaining the status of an individual and the prestige of Ukraine in the world. For example, in different countries of the world for the presidential residences they choose masterpieces of architectural art. The official residences of the President of Ukraine have a high cultural and historical value, and dignity represent our country in the world. These are such residences as: The Presidential Administration Building, in which architects S. Grigoriev and B. Zhezherin combines elements of the classical style and the Ukrainian Baroque; The Mariinsky Palace in Kyiv, built in 1750-1755, based on the model of the palace, designed by V. Rastrell for O. Razumovsky, where official state events are taking place (rewards, receptions, meetings of official delegations at the highest level, etc.); The house with chimeras, erected in 1901-1902, and executed in the early neo-Gothic style. In 2004, it was converted to premises for events with the participation of the President of Ukraine. The use of cultural heritage as a representation of the best achievements of Ukrainians in the world is an example of the traditional representation of cultural values.

People of real action often reject virtual models, developed by substantial actors and virtual designers. At the same time, life can change dramatically, and therefore models tested in practice can fail. The fate of society and the further development of national culture in such situations depends on the ability of people of real action and meaningful people to interact with each other, to see the pressing problems of a globalized society, and to determine the ways of their solution on the basis of foreseeing the consequences of their activities. If among the people of real action are gifted individuals of social and useful type, they are aware of the importance of such cooperation. The use of virtual models in the socio-cultural sphere can help to upgrade organizational and material infrastructure, lead to positive changes in its management, and influence the improvement of the welfare of producers and consumers of cultural products and services.

The fifth type is the traders with essential goods. As a rule, these are businessmen, entrepreneurs and sellers. They are engaged in the production and sale of cultural services and goods, and their timely delivery to consumers. Trade itself is an activity that eliminates barriers between producers and consumers. The interaction of substantial figures with dealers with essential goods is quite mediocrite. The latter have to be in the middle of the most everyday, because a good trader always takes his lead from the fashion, season of the year, your income, he is a populist, who will be in tune with the state of the crowd. The trader conducts a culture-oriented policy aimed at meeting the urgent needs of consumers quickly. The style of his life is rather mundane, which affects the content of cultural values, which are primarily related to their higher ranking and the opportunity to obtain material profit. In spite of clear calculations of own expenses and profits, traders face the prevailing chaotic constitution of subjectivity, which is based on the disposable needs of the mass consumer of cultural services, and is presented in plural representations of cultural values.

The name of the last sixth type is a progressor borrowed from the Strugatsky brothers. It is a representative of a highly developed civilization, which has rooted in a civilization, which is at a lower level of development, and seeks to bring it to a higher level. His chosen style of life is marked by the material and spiritual unity of human activity, which creates, preserves and conveys the meanings, artifacts, values and ideals of human life. In a context of globalization, the values of a democratic society are spreading all over the world, which are implemented in accordance with the real needs and lifestyle of a modern person. The progressor is capable of broadcasting to the individual and society the standards of a highly developed civilization in the most holistic form. His cultural values are represented both in traditional and plural representations. Striving for perfection, he can not at the same time predict all the consequences of integrating the values of highly developed civilization into another national culture.

Conclusion. Based on the specialization and the existing reciprocity between different types of traditional and innovative cultural and artistic activities, the spiritual, intellectual, creative and entrepreneurial abilities of a gifted person involved in it, we identified six types of people: the creators of cultural values that create artistic culture and television products; Substantial figures, who perform a certain prognostic function in society; people of real action, who are involved in the organization and development of the material infrastructure of culture (in these three types cultural values are represented predominantly in traditional representations); virtual fashion designers, who display a predominantly postmodern view of the world and simulate virtual reality; merchants with essential goods engaged in the production of cultural services and goods, as well as timely delivery to consumers (these two types are dominated by plural representations of cultural values); a progressor that seeks to tighten the cultural development of society to a higher level (its cultural values are represented both in traditional and plural representations). Defined in the research representations of the cultural values of gifted personality direct scientists to deepen the idea of self-identification of man in cultural and artistic activity.
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